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Coffee cake recipes with buttermilk

A soft, tender, easy to make coffee cake, heavy on the crumbs! Because curvy part ... is the best part. If you're anything like me, you pick off crumb topping from your coffee cake. Or you take the piece with the most crumb topping on it. If I could make a meal out of crumb topping... Believe me, I would. This is a cinnamon, sugary, buttery crumb-topped coffee cake. Heavy on the crumb. Today's coffee cake
is an easy to follow recipe. This homemade version of the classic is far from any of the overly cute, fake-flavored store-bought versions you might be used to. It is buttery, moist, soft and pairs well with a morning cup of coffee. Let's face it, this coffee cake will pair well with an afternoon cup o'joe too. In fact, coffee is optional. You will love this cake no matter what you drink with it. I got the recipe from my
favorite cookbook. Bible of baking, I like to call it. A 1,000+ page book of kitchen-tested recipes, tutorials, and baking tips. My Cooks Illustrated The New Best Recipe - believe me, you need this cookbook. The cookbook doesn't call this cake super-crumb. I do. I baked the crumb cake in a smaller pan than what the recipe is called, making the crumb layer in my version thicker for each piece. What makes
this coffee cake so easy is that the crumb-topping and cake dough all start in the same bowl. The ingredients of the crumb topping (butter, flour and sugar) are essentially the ingredients of the cake without liquid. A recipe that derives both cake and crumb topping from the same blend was a selling point for me. Simply combine your flour, sugar, salt, and cut into the butter. I used a whisk to cut the butter in
and a large fork to mix everything around until the mixture looked like course crumbs. Put 1 cup crumb mixture and continue with the rest of the cake dough ingredients. The cup you set aside is your crumb topping. How easy is that? The original recipe called for nuts, but I chose to omit them. I increased vanilla extract, cinnamon, and brown sugar as well. In some bites, the crumb layer was thicker than the
cake layer! Great. Print your icon cutlery icon icon instagram icon pinterest icon facebook icon print icon squares icon A soft, tender, easy to make coffee cake, heavy on crumbs!1 Spsk all-purpose flour, for coating pan2 cups all-purpose flour (spoon &amp; leveled) 1 cup + 2 Tablespoons granulated sugar1 teaspoon salt10 Spsk (1 and 1/4 stick) unsaid butter, firm and cold1 teaspoon baking soda1/2
teaspoon baking soda3/4 cup buttermilk, at room temperature1 large egg, at room temperature2 teaspoons pure vanilla extract2/3 cup packed light or dark brown sugar2 teaspoon painted cinnamonPreheat the oven to 350 ° F (177 ° C). Generously spray a 9-inch springform pan* with cooking spray or grease with butter. Sprinkle the bottom of the pan with 1 tablespoon of flour and squeeze out excess.
Whisk the flour, sugar and salt together in a large bowl until combined. Cut in butter in very small pieces using a pastry blender or mixed with a fork until the mixture resembles coarse crumbs. Place the 1 cup butter/flour mixture in the fridge until ready to use in step 4.Use a handheld or stand mixer with a paddle attachment, mix baking soda and baking soda in the remaining flour mixture. Add the room
temperature buttermilk, eggs and vanilla and beat on medium speed until smooth. The dough is very thick. Pour the dough into the prepared springform pan, smoothing the top. Add brown sugar and cinnamon to the reserved flour mixture. Stoke with a fork until well mixed. Sprinkle the crumbs over the dough, press lightly to keep them. Bake the cake until the middle is firm and a toothpick inserted in the
middle comes out clean, about 45-55 minutes. The baking time varies, so start checking 45 minutes and don't be afraid if your cake takes longer. Mine usually takes the whole 55 minutes. Cool cake for 10 minutes before removing the sides of the springform pan. For neat slices and best taste, cool cake completely at room temperature before serving. Make Ahead &amp; Freezing Instructions: Cake tastes
best on day 1 or day 2. The cake can be made 1 day in advance. Store the deck at room temperature for up to 1 week. Cake can be frozen up to 2 months. Thaw overnight in the fridge. Buttermilk: Buttermilk is necessary for this recipe. You can make your own DIY version of buttermilk if needed. To do this, simply add 1 and 1/2 teaspoon white vinegar or fresh lemon juice to a liquid measuring cup and
enough whole or 2% milk to reach 3/4 cup. Allow the mixture to sit for 5 minutes, then use in the recipe. Lower fat or nondairy milk work in a pinch, but the cake won't taste as rich and moist. Update: Crumbs are likely to sink to the bottom of the cake if your butter is not firm enough, therefore making a crumb too soft to be put on top. You can try using frozen butter and cut it into the mixture with your pastry
blender. Pan: Don't you have a springform pan? Use a 9-inch (not 8-inch) square baking dish. Adapted from Cooks Illustrated The New Best Recipe.Keywords: coffee cake, crumb coffee cake After a bite of this coffee cake, the breakfast will seem like a real treat. Jump to recipe Hop to Video Print RecipeA deliriously soft and super simple coffee cake with a ripple of cinnamon in the middle and a heavy
streusel crumb topping. This cinnamon breakfast cake recipe makes enough to feed a crowd (if you're willing to share). Top everything off with my simple vanilla icing and dig in! Recipe includes a how-to video! The only coffee cake recipe worth making again The Fed claims up there  I know. But I stand by it 100%. Ever since developing this moist coffee cake recipe almost three years ago, I've been
incredibly disappointed anytime I've tried anyone else. Maybe it's that buttery soft, sweet but not too sweet crumb, or the ribbon of cinnamon tucked away in the middle. Maybe it's a little crunchy, streusel on top, or the simple drizzle of vanilla icing. Maybe it's just because it has the word cake right in its name and I'm a sucker for cake any time of day. Despite some serious competition from my favorite
buttermilk pancakes and French toast, this cinnamon coffee cake is my favorite breakfast and I love having a special occasion to make and enjoy it. Or no special occasion, really. There's nothing wrong with celebrating Monday, is there? What you need: I'm not going to go over every ingredient on this list, but there are a few that are worth mentioning and which are key to making this really the best coffee
cake recipe. Cream cheese. It's my secret weapon. I'm replacing some of the butter for cream cheese, and I think that's what makes my coffee cake better than literally anyone else out there. The crumb on this cake is so soft, so moist, so melt-in-the-mouth and the taste is divine. It also doesn't make the cake actually taste like cream cheese if you're worried about it! Sugar. This is probably not an
unexpected ingredient, but here we use a mixture of granulated and light brown sugar. I love using brown sugar in many of my classic recipes where just granular is used normally (like my chocolate cake!), it adds a new depth of flavor and adds moisture to the final product. Cornstarch. Another secret ingredient that I use in many of my recipes (remember my cinnamon rolls!?), it encourages a soft, tender,
melt-in-the-mouth crumb. Buttermilk. While regular whole milk would work here, buttermilk adds flavor and, again, moisture to the end result (feel free to use my buttermilk substitute if needed). Then there's that cinnamon/sugar ripple in the middle, and that buttery mountain of crumbly streusel on top... The dough will be thicker than many cakes you've probably made in the past, and that's exactly as it
should be. Because of this, though, when you layer your cinnamon sugar swirl in the middle, the top layer will be a bit tricky to spread so make sure to blob it over the surface and then use a knife to push it evenly over the cinnamon and sugar. If you end up disturbing the cinnamon/sugar layer, don't stress! It will just make for one more.... interesting swirled top layer! Nothing wrong with getting a little
creative. No coffee cake is complete without Streusel Krummen topping on this cinnamon coffee cake is my absolute favorite (I also use it on my coffee cake muffins). It is buttery and sweet and its crunchy texture perfectly complements the soft cake. My streusel recipe is also incredibly simple to make. Instead of needing a pastry cutter, you'll melt your butter and then use a fork to work the ingredients
together until you have a nice crumbly streusel. Make sure not to overtime topping or you will end up with more of a paste than a crumble. No worries, though, it will still taste amazing. So all that is to bake and drizzle everything with a simple, 2-ingredient vanilla glaze. But where's the coffee? I have a few emails and comments from people asking me how I can call this a coffee cake recipe when there is
absolutely no coffee in the recipe. Coffee cake (at least in America, though I know this is the case in other countries too) refers to a cake often served with coffee, not a coffee-flavored one. While I think any cake you serve with coffee could fit the bill, the coffee cake as I know it should always have a buttery-soft crumb and a mountain of streusel, just like today's recipe. How to Store Coffee Cake This recipe
provides a wonderfully moist, tender crumb that stays soft for several days. Be sure to store it in an airtight container at room temperature. I recommend to enjoy within 3 days. Although I haven't frozen this coffee cake myself, I don't see any reason why it wouldn't do well in the freezer (don't store in the fridge it, though, or it will dry out). Enjoy! More great breakfast recipes to try: Let's bake together! Head
over to my YouTube channel where I have already uploaded over 200 recipe videos that you can watch for free! Preheat the oven to 350F and lightly grease and flour a 13x9 pan. In able mixer, or using an electric mixer in large bowl, cream together butter and cream cheese. Whisk in sugar until light and fluffy. Add the eggs, one at a time, beating until combined. Scrape down the sides and bottom of the
mixing bowl with rubber spatula. In a separate, medium bowl whisk together flour, baking powder, cornstarch and salt. Gradually add flour mixture to wet ingredients, alternating with buttermilk until all the flour mixture and buttermilk have been combined. Spread about half the dough in prepared pan (dough will be thick). Quickly whisk together the sugar and cinnamon to cinnamon ripple layer in a small bowl
and sprinkle it evenly over the dough. Dollop remaining dough over cinnamon sugar layer and use a knife to spread evenly overtop. That's OK, if you end up disturbing the cinnamon sugar layer a bit, it will be a nice swirl when it bakes. Prepare your streusel topping. Melt butter in a medium bowl at 10 second intervals (stirring medium) until just melted (you don't want it to be too hot if it gets too hot allowing
to cool. Use a fork to whisk together your flour, sugar, cinnamon and salt. Pour melted butter over the mixture and use a fork to stir until combined (the mixture should crumble). Sprinkle the streusel evenly over the dough. Bake at 350F for 40-50 minutes (check doneness with a toothpick inserted in the middle). Allow to cool before cutting and serving. If desired, make icing by whisking together icing sugar
and milk. Drizzle over chilled coffee cake. Store leftover coffee cake in an airtight container at room temperature for up to 3 days. Serving: 1slice | Calories: 309kcal | Carbohydrates: 47g | Protein: 3g | Fat: 13g | Saturated fat: 7g | Cholesterol: 47mg | Sodium: 121 mg | Potassium: 108mg | Fibre: 1g | Sugar: 31g | Vitamin A: 419IU | Calcium: 59 mg | Iron: 1mg Mention or take #sugarspunrun! Originally
published as Originally published 10. Post updated to include more details and information and a video February 2020. Recipe stays the same, it was perfect as it is! as it is!
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